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Corky-fruited water dropwort in wetland area.xxxxx 
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Jon Best, Southwark Ecology Officer,  has been responsible forXX 
introducing several  wildflower species in Belair  Park. AmongstXX 
them  hasXbeen  O.  pimpinelloides,  a  member  of  the  familyXX 
umbelliferae,Xwhich  includes  carrots,  cow  parsley  and  giantXX 
hogweed.XSpecimens were planted on the morning of OctoberXX 
13, 2008 byXa team of volunteers (left) organised by the LondonXX 
Wildlife Trust,Xbased at Marsden Road, East Dulwich.xxx xXX xxx x x x x x x x 

x  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

Below: FreshlyXplanted O. pimpinelloides.  Images: M. J. Heath.
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June 8, 2011:  New Leaf funding.  Xxx x x x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  xxxxxx 

New Leaf, which provides volunteer support for theXX 
Friends of Belair Park has been awarded £500 byXtheXX 
Dulwich  Community  Council.  The  decision  wasXX 
announced at its  June 8 meeting at Christ Church,XX 
Barry Road. Dr. Martin Heath, Chair of the Friends,XX 
remained to the end of the meeting to grab a briefXX 
slot  during  public  questions.  He  thanked  theXX 
Community  Council  for  their  financial  assistance,XX 
andXstressed  that  New  Leaf  was  the  kind  ofXX 
projectXthatXdeserves  to  be  promoted  throughoutXX 
theXborough,  or  even  further  afield,  rather  thanXX 
struggling  toXmake endsXmeet. New Leaf has playedXX 
a key role inXthe rehabilitation of young offenders,XX 
givingXthem  insight  into  the  positive  projects  toXX 
which  theyXcan turn their  energies.  In  contrast  toXX 
the  minorXinput necessary to keep New Leaf tickingXX 
overXdependably, the costs of policing and runningXX 
secure  institutions  were  astronomical.  CouncillorsXX 
and council officers welcomed these comments. AnXX 
unexpected  cheque  for  $1,000  from  the  CarnegieXX 
Foundation in the U.S.A. has likewise underlined theXX 
credibility of the New Leaf project.   

XXEclipse  of  Moon. Xxxx  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
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XXOn June  15,  2011,  the  Moon  rose 
XXeclipsed by the Earth's  shadow. At 
XXsuch times, light scattered through 
XXthe ring of atmosphere around the 
XXEarth  may  cause  the  Moon  to 
XXappear grey, brown, yellow, orange 
XXor red. Clouds hid the Moon during 
XXtotality,  but here we see, through 
XXcloud,  and above Belair's  treeline, 
XXa thin, bright sliver of the Full Moon 
XXemerging from Earth's shadow.  

XXBelow: June saw Carters Steam Fair making its annual visit to Belair Park (photo on 11/6/ 2011). 
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June 9, 2011: Another volunteerXX 
day for the Orange RockCorp.XXX 

Work  continued  to  re-model  the  WestXX 
Dulwich  end  of  the  Lakeside  WildlifeXX 
Walk. Unattractive fencing was removedXXX 

and invasive brambles  were cut  back  toXX 
expose  a  wildflower  bank  which  hadXX 
become smothered and shaded. A ditch inXX 
front  of  the  bank  was  re-dug  and  alsoXX 
deepened.

This  prepared  the  way  for  later  work,XX 
which has extended the ditch and will beXX 
brought to completion with input from aXX 
garden designer. Visitors approaching theXX 
Walk from the south will no longer be metXX 
with  the  visually  off-putting  sight  ofXX 
fencing  or  overgrown  bramble  patches,XX 
but their eyes will be led into the Walk byXX 
the sinuous ditch and wildflower banks. AXX 
future newsletter will detail this work. 

At the northern end of the lake margin,XX 
work  continued  to  shift  wood  chippingsXX 
onto the paths, building them up, so thatXX 
they should be above the level of winterXX 
flooding. 

Other  projects  included  work  for  NewXX 
Leaf,  across the South Circular,  at  WestXX 
Dulwich Station, and help with the OPALXX 
project  wildlife  surveys  (which  we  shallXX 
also discuss in a future newsletter). At theXX 
end of the session, which ran fromX4 pmX X 
to 8 pm, tired volunteers linedXup atXtheXX 
tent  for  theXritualXof  collecting  theirXX 
hard-earnedXconcertXtickets.

The  Committee,  Friends  of  Belair  Park.XX 
friendsbelairpark(at)hotmail.co.uk  xxxxx 
Tel: 020 8670 8924).  x
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